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Many of the studies OHE Consulting performs are proprietary and the results are not released
publicly. Studies of interest to a wide audience, however, may be made available, in whole or in part,
with the client’s permission. They may be published by OHE alone, jointly with the client, or externally
in scholarly publications. Publication is at the client’s discretion.
Studies published by OHE as OHE Consulting Reports are subject to internal quality assurance and
undergo a rapid external review, usually by a member of OHE’s Editorial Panel. Any views expressed
are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or approval of the OHE’s Editorial
Panel or Research and Policy Committee, or its sponsors.
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OHE Consulting conducted a literature review, supplemented with expert interviews, to identify costeffectiveness thresholds (CETs) used in a selected number of countries in their decision-making
process for Health Technology Assessments (HTAs). The review finds that, out of the 15 selected
countries, only four specify an explicit CET in their official HTA guidelines. For the rest, an ‘implicit’
threshold – a value that is informally accepted by the decision-makers, or one based on past
decisions – is used.
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In most of the countries reviewed, additional considerations – here termed ‘modifiers’ – are
incorporated when making funding and reimbursement decisions. The two main modifiers identified
were severity and rarity of the disease in question. In some cases, such modifiers lead to an (upward)
adjustment in the applied threshold for interventions that meet specific requirements. On the other
hand, some HTA processes prefer to maintain more flexibility and apply modifiers in a ‘qualitative’
manner – that is, allowing decision committees to consider them as part of a deliberative process. In
these cases, it is not necessarily clear the degree of influence that modifiers may have in determining
whether or not an intervention is approved.

iv

Many countries conduct Health Technology Assessments (HTAs) as a means of judging value for
money when making recommendations on the funding and reimbursement of new health
interventions. A number of these countries have employed cost-effectiveness analysis – which seeks
to estimate the additional cost incurred to gain one quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) – as part of their
HTAs. This may then be compared against a certain level – a cost-effectiveness threshold (CET) –
above which the new technology would be deemed to be not cost-effective.
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OHE Consulting conducted a review of CETs applied in a selected number of countries to provide an
understanding of the HTAs decision-making process around the world. We explored to what extent
these thresholds are explicit (i.e. stated in official documents such as methods guidelines) or implicit
(derived from previous reimbursement decisions or recommendations, or informally accepted by
decision makers). In addition, this review sought to determine which factors (here termed ‘modifiers’)
other than – and in some cases, given priority over – cost-effectiveness are considered when
deciding which interventions should be recommended.
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We conducted a targeted literature review to identify published literature – such as reviews and
existing analyses – on the levels of CETs used in practice in different countries. A general search was
carried out using search terms including: ‘cost-effectiveness’, ‘cost-effectiveness thresholds’, ‘ICER
thresholds’, ‘HTA thresholds’ along with a combination of these terms with specific country names.
Only thresholds expressed as cost per QALY gained were considered. Therefore, the countries
selected for inclusion are those where the QALY is used to measure health gains. These are Australia,
Canada, Czech Republic, England and Wales, Ireland, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Scotland, South Korea, Sweden, Taiwan, Thailand, and the United States. For the United States, we
considered the methods of the Institute for Clinical and Economic Review, which conducts
technology assessments but do not have a formal mandate from a public payer or private insurer.
We included the Institute for Clinical and Economic Review in the review because of its increasing
influence in the US and internationally.
Key papers identified as a result of the first search and selection process included Cameron, Ubels
and Norström, (2018), Griffiths et al., (2015), Schwarzer et al., (2015), Wang, Gum and Merlin, (2018),
Skedgel, Wranik and Hu, (2018), Dakin et al., (2015) and Appleby et al., (2009). Follow-up searches
were done where relevant references were identified from these articles. In addition, OHE consulted
country-specific guidelines regarding HTA methods (where available) to determine whether any
indication of a threshold against which interventions should be evaluated had been given.
For countries that have not specified an explicit threshold – that is, a level or range as defined in a
methods guide or other official document – we explored whether a threshold has been used by
decision-makers in an informal capacity (‘as given’), to be applied systematically (or at least
frequently). This type of CET will be referred to here as an ‘implicit/informal’ threshold. There are also
studies that have attempted to infer a threshold through an empirical analysis of past HTA decisions.
We refer to this type of CET here as ‘implicit/empirical’ thresholds. However, results from these
studies do not necessarily inform future decisions, as they are not generally formally referenced by
HTA agencies as a basis in the decision-making process. To compile results, we have used a
combination of these methods, depending on data availability.
In addition to the literature search, OHE conducted a number of semi-structured interviews with local
experts in the included countries to validate and supplement our review results. The interviewees
were drawn from a mix of representatives of national trade associations, and biopharmaceutical
companies’ local and global functions. Out of nine potential contacts, four agreed to be interviewed,
one sent responses by email and one declined. No response was received from the remaining three.
We developed an interview guide to structure the discussion and obtain information related to the
CETs used in decision making, and any flexibility around it that decision-making committees may
apply. A copy of the interview guide is available on request. Phone interviews were then conducted
with contacts from Canada, Norway, Sweden, and the Netherlands.
For ease of comparison, a conversion of thresholds to USD (2018) has been included. Two of the
papers identified in the literature review (Cameron, Ubels and Norström, (2018) and Schwarzer et al.,
(2015)) have attempted to make international comparisons by converting the thresholds to a
common currency and relating them to an external measure, such as GDP or total health
expenditure. The question of whether the ‘right’ values of thresholds were selected, and whether the
methods applied for these conversions were appropriate, requires further investigation that is beyond
the scope of this study, and are not further discussed here.

2

The table below presents the findings of CETs for the selected countries. Where a range or multiple
values for thresholds were found, the lower bound (of explicit thresholds) or most-used value (for
implicit thresholds) was included. Theoretically, new technologies that demonstrate an Incremental
Cost-Effectiveness Ratio (ICER) lower than this value would be approved by the HTA agency.
However, it should be noted that other considerations – economic and otherwise – may still have the
potential to affect the final decision. Situations in which higher thresholds apply – that is, where the
above-mentioned ‘modifiers’ become a factor for consideration – will be discussed in the next
section.
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Table 1 presents the results of both our literature review and interviews. Where we obtained different
threshold values from the two sources, we have reported the information in two rows (referring to the
same country). This is the case, for example, of Canada as explained below. Please see the Appendix
for a list of the relevant HTA agencies in each of the included countries.
TABLE 1 COST-EFFECTIVENESS THRESHOLDS (MOST QUOTED OR LOWER BOUND), BY
COUNTRY

Country

Threshold
(per QALY
gained)

Currency

Australia

50,000
80,000

Canada

2

USD
(2018)1

AUD

No

$ 37,351

CAD

No

$ 61,722

No

$ 38,576
$ 77,153

Interview

See table
note a

Reference
Wang, Gum and
Merlin, 2018
Paris, Valerie and
Belloni, Annalisa,
2013

50,000 (nononcology)
100,000
(oncology)

CAD

Czech
Republic

1,355,826

CZK

3xGDP
per capita
(2016 LCU2)

No

$ 62,394

Gulácsi et al., 2014

England
and
Wales

20,000

GBP

See table
note b

Yes

$ 26,676

NICE, 2018

Ireland

45,000

EUR

Yes

$ 53,108

HIQA, 2019

Japan

5,000,000

JPY

No

$ 45,274

Shiroiwa et al.,
2013

EUR

Yes (but
not
considered
explicit)

$ 23,604

Care Institute
Netherlands, 2017

Netherla
nds

1

Threshold
stated in
guideline

Note

20,000

OECD annual exchange rate used with the exception of Taiwan and Thailand
Local Currency Unit

3

Country

Threshold
(per QALY
gained)

Currency

Note

USD
(2018)1

Reference

$ 61,464

Ottersen et al.,
2016

$ 33,805

Interview3

Yes4

$ 40,680

Gulácsi et al., 2014

No

$ 26,676

Scottish
Medicines
Consortium, 2012

No

$ 22,716

Bae et al., 2018

Yes (but
not
considered
explicit)
Yes (but
not
considered
explicit)

500,000

NOK

275,000

NOK

Poland

146,937

PLN

Scotland

20,000

GBP

South
Korea

25,000 000

KRW

700,000

SEK

No

$ 80,549

Svensson, Nilsson
and Arnberg, 2015

500,000

SEK

No

$ 57,535

Interview

Taiwan

1,199,237

NT

$ 38,598

Tang et al., 2019

Thailand

160,000

THB

$ 5,237

HITAP, 2014

$ 50,000

Institute for
Clinical and
Economic Review,
2018

Norway
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Threshold
stated in
guideline

Sweden

United
States
a.
b.

50,000

USD

3 x GDP
per capita
(2016 LCU)

1 x GDP
per capita5

1 x GDP
per capita
(2016 LCU)

No
Yes
Yes

The Patented Medicines Price Review Board (PMPRB) has proposed new Guidelines to implement changes from the
newly amended Patented Medicines Regulations in Canada, which will come into effect in July 20206. The
thresholds indicated are those considered before the mentioned reforms.
Note that this is the lower bound of the NICE CET range (£20,000 - £30,000 per QALY gained). For decisions on
technologies with an ICER above £20,000 per QALY gained, judgements about their acceptability as an effective use
of NHS resources will take into account additional factors (outlined in section 6.3.3 of the NICE Methods Guide7).

Australia: Commonly quoted values are around AUD50,000 per QALY gained. Identifying a threshold
is made more difficult by the fact that the summaries from the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory
Committee (PBAC) do not specify the ICER/s of the interventions appraised, only the range into
which it falls, with the lowest category starting at AUD15,000. However, this is not interpreted to be a
threshold.

3

Severity of illness and priority setting in Norway. Summary of a working group report (November 2015). Available from:
https://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/d5da48ca5d1a4b128c72fc5daa3b4fd8/summary_the_magnussen_report_on_
severity.pdf
4 Stated in Reimbursement Act (cited by Badora et al., 2017)
5 Conversion as given in Bae et al (2018)

https://www.canada.ca/en/patented-medicine-prices-review/services/consultations/draft-guidelines.html
https://www.nice.org.uk/process/pmg9/chapter/the-appraisal-of-the-evidence-and-structured-decisionmaking#decision-making
6
7

4

Canada: HTA decisions appear to be largely based on precedent, with an implicit threshold generally
assumed to be around CAD50,000 per QALY gained (based on individual testimony). The
supplementing interview indicated that this threshold is outdated and currently applies mostly to
non-oncology drugs. A threshold of CAD100,000 is generally accepted for oncology drugs, for which
a specific programme had been created. It was noted that these values are not recorded as part of
any guideline but are usually taken as the ‘accepted’ levels for threshold. This is generally in line with
the literature reviewed that indicates CAD80,000 as a general threshold. We did not find any formal
evidence that threshold values are cited in decision making.
Under proposed new Guidelines by the Patented Medicines Price Review Board (PMPRB), the
maximum rebated price (net price) of patented medicines with yearly sales or annual treatment costs
above a certain value will be set using market size and pharmacoeconomic factors of treatment cost,
incremental cost and incremental QALYs valued using a CET of CAD60,000 per QALY gained. Note
that this threshold is not currently in use as the Guideline is still under development and due to come
into force in July 2020 (Patented Medicines Prices Review Board, 2019).
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Czech Republic: No legally binding CET applies, but a ‘generally accepted willingness-to-pay
threshold’ is set at 3 times GDP per capita per QALY gained.
England and Wales: Guidelines set by NICE specify an explicit cost-effectiveness range of £20,000 to
£30,000 per QALY gained.
Ireland: The Republic of Ireland has an explicit threshold of EUR45,000 per QALY gained. This
threshold applies only to pharmaceutical interventions.
Japan: An HTA process was only very recently implemented (April 2019). While a JYP5,000,000
threshold has been proposed, it has not been imposed by policymakers. However, it is implied that
decision makers may still follow this as an implicit threshold.
The Netherlands: While no official threshold value is used, The National Health Care Institute
(Zorginstituut Nederland, ZiN) has set three burden-of-illness categories with increasing ‘acceptable’
ICERs based on the severity of the disease. The lowest threshold set by these categories is
EUR20,000 applied to conditions with a low burden of illness. This is interpreted here as the ‘implicit’
baseline threshold.
Norway: Previously, Norway has had an explicit threshold of NOK500,000, which was considered
indicative and not always been adhered to. Since January 2018, a stepwise system based on severity
has been used to set thresholds. Similar to the Netherlands, we used the ICER level associated with
the lowest severity category (NOK275,000) as the ‘implicit’ baseline threshold. See section on
Modifiers for an explanation.
Poland: The Reimbursement Act states a legally binding CET of 3xGDP per capita per QALY gained.
The same threshold applies to all medical technologies claiming public funding.
Scotland: No formal threshold is given. The Scottish Medicines Consortium (SMC) refers to the NICE
(England and Wales) threshold of £20,000 to £30,000, which can be considered an implicit/informal
threshold.
South Korea: No explicit threshold is given, but CET is usually assumed to be approximately equal to
GDP per capita per QALY gained.

5

Sweden: Currently there is no official threshold for the health sector. Data from previous appraisals
show that the implicit threshold appears to be between SEK700,000 and SEK1,220,000. During our
interviews, it was noted that over the past five years, pharmaceutical appraisals with ICERs up to
SEK500,000 have always been approved.
Taiwan: At present, there is no consensus on an official CET for Taiwan. A value of between 1 to 3
times GDP per capita per QALY gained has been quoted as a possible threshold, based on past WHO
recommendations.
Thailand: The threshold was stated in the HTA guideline by The Journal of Medical Association of
Thailand to be THB160,000 per QALY gained, which is roughly equal to Thailand’s GDP per capita
(World Bank, 2018).
United States: A threshold of between USD50,000 and USD150,000 is recommended by the Institute
for Clinical and Economic Review (Institute for Clinical and Economic Review, 2018).
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Only four out of the 15 countries considered in this analysis (England and Wales8, the Republic of
Ireland, Poland, and Thailand) state an explicit threshold in a methods guide (or another official
document). While the Institute for Clinical and Economic Review in the US also recommends an
explicit threshold range, it is not an official HTA body and does not have an official mandate from
payers, therefore it has not been included in this category.
The rationale for the lack of an explicit threshold differs between the remaining countries. Reasons
given include the complexities associated with using a specific methodology for threshold-setting,
ethical concerns, and political sensitivities (Schwarzer et al., 2015). In some countries – such as
Norway and Sweden – payers generally prefer not to disclose what they consider to be acceptable
ranges for the ICER prior to reaching an agreement with the manufacturer.

While recognising that cost-effectiveness is an important consideration for HTAs, we find it is not the
only consideration upon which decisions are based. This is consistent with the observation that
explicit CETs are not used by most countries with a formal HTA process, this suggests any such
boundary is subject to modification where circumstance requires.
A number of modifiers were identified in the literature review, and through interviews. These are
characteristics – relating to either the intervention, the targeted indication(s), or population(s) – that
are given priority by decision makers. Where one or more modifiers are applicable to the intervention
under appraisal, approvals may be granted despite an ICER that exceeds the CET. The literature
review and interviews both suggest that modifiers can be applied in a ‘quantitative’ or ‘qualitative’
manner. ‘Quantitative’ modifiers may lead to an (upward) adjustment in the applied threshold for
interventions that meet specific requirements. That is, it is assumed that that the QALY gains
accrued by certain populations should be valued more than others. In the case of ‘qualitative’
modifiers, a deliberative process allows the decision-making committee to consider different
considerations – both economic and otherwise – and exercise judgement to reach a decision.
Modifiers identified and presented in Table 2 include:

8

Counted as one here as they both follow NICE guidelines

6

Severity of illness: Countries including the Netherlands, Sweden and Australia have approved
interventions for disease classified as ‘severe’, although different definitions and approaches to
measure it have been applied:
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▪

Burden of illness:
–

In Norway, cost-effectiveness thresholds are stratified into ‘health-loss’ classes based on
‘absolute shortfall’, which measures the amount of future health – both in terms of length
and quality of life – that will be lost as a result of the disease (Ottersen et al., 2016). There is
a total of 6 categories, the threshold for the lowest severity category is NOK275,000, and
NOK825,000 for the highest.

–

In the Netherlands, it is accepted that priority in health care should be given to those who
stand to lose the largest proportion of their QALY expectancy if left untreated (the
‘proportional shortfall’ approach). The lowest category has a threshold of EUR20,000 per
QALY gained (as shown in Table 1 above), and the highest category of BOI has a maximum
threshold of EUR80,000.

▪

Disease category: In Canada, oncology medicines are appraised in a separate process to nononcology drugs. While there is no explicit threshold for either category, the difference in
processes may be a factor when determining whether or not a medicine is recommended. As
noted above, the threshold for oncology medicines is notably higher than that for non-oncology
medicines. The estimate reported in Table 2 was provided by an empirical study of past decisions
(rather than the implicit/informal reported in Table 1). Unlike some other countries, Canada does
not currently have a policy regarding rare diseases9. It was noted that this has resulted in most
interventions for these disease areas to be rejected due to the high ICERs typical for such
indications.

▪

End-of-life: In England and Wales, treatments that meet end-of-life criteria are subject to a
threshold of £50,000 per QALY gained, instead of the standard £20,000 - £30,000 range.

Rare diseases: Interventions that are granted orphan designation and also considered ultra-rare may
be given priority for approvals since it is generally recognised that drugs in this category are unlikely
to meet any pre-existing cost-effectiveness threshold (Griffiths et al., 2015). For a distinction between
orphan and ultra-orphan medicines see Towse and Garau, (2018).
▪

In Scotland, flexibility is granted for rare indications, with a separate appraisal route used for ultrarare indications. While medicines for rare diseases do not automatically qualify for a higher
threshold, the SMC may accept more uncertainty in the economic case for drugs licensed for
treating ultra-rare diseases (defined as having a prevalence of less than 1 in 50,000 in Scotland
(Scottish Government, 2019)). This is in recognition of the fact that evidence on efficacy for such
diseases is typically limited.

▪

For Norway, it was indicated that, along with the severity of disease, rarity was also taken into
consideration. Authorities may be willing to pay more – that is, above the threshold for the
highest severity category – for drugs that target ultra-rare diseases. However, it is not publicly
known how much more above the highest severity category they will be willing to pay.

9

We note that the new PMPRB guidelines propose to use a CAD90,000 per QALY for orphan drugs. As with the rest of this
report, these guidelines are not included here as they are not currently in place (due to be implemented in July 2020).

7
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▪

In Sweden, severity and rarity of disease are considered as a part of HTA decisions. Interventions
for indications considered more severe are usually approved for ICERs up to one million SEK.
Interventions with ICERs beyond this level have also been granted approval for cases considered
most severe. In recent years, drugs for rare disease indications have been approved where the
ICER exceeded two million SEK.

▪

In the US, the Institute for Clinical and Economic Review modifies its approach to value
assessments for conditions classified as ultra-rare. It is suggested a higher CETs (up to
USD500,000) should be applied for such conditions (Institute for Clinical and Economic Review,
2018).

▪

In Japan, for drugs with rare disease indications, paediatric indications or which are anti-cancer
agents, the threshold is generally 50% higher.

▪

Ireland has a ‘notional’ threshold of EUR100,000 for medicines for ultra-rare indications, however,
this is not an explicit level.

▪

Highly specialised technology (HST): in England and Wales, treatment for very rare conditions
evaluated as part of the HST programme are assessed against a threshold of £100,000 per QALY
gained; in cases where it can be shown the technology achieves a substantial increase in health
gains, an additional weighting factor between 1 and 3 may be applied to the QALY gain. The
highest weighting is given to technologies that show compelling evidence of achieving a (lifetime)
QALY gain of 30 or more, effectively resulting in a cost-effectiveness threshold of £300,000.

Equity: Along with the number of QALYs gained from new interventions, there appears also to be
consideration given to the way these are distributed to ensure that the intervention does not lead to
an exacerbation in inequity. For example, willingness-to-pay might be higher for treatments that
target diseases mainly prevalent in socio-economically disadvantaged populations. However, there
does not appear to be a systematic manner in which this is applied:
▪

Most reviews of CETs in different countries include this as a point for consideration when
appraisal decisions are being made – for example, Australia (Taylor and Jan, 2017) and Thailand
(HITAP, 2014). However, the way by which this is incorporated into the decision – for example,
when weighed against the other modifiers identified here – are mainly qualitative, and often need
to be put in context of ethical and political considerations.

▪

Guidelines for Ireland note that equity is an important consideration in health care decisions.
However, it does not include any equity weightings as part of QALY calculations due to
methodological difficulties.

Availability of alternatives: In exceptional circumstances where there are no alternative treatments
for the disease in question, new health technologies that exceed the usual threshold may be
approved
▪

In Australia, the PBAC can resort to the ‘rule of rescue’, which may influence the decision to
accept a higher ICER where four conditions are met (PBAC, 2016):
–

There is no alternative (pharmacological or otherwise);

–

The condition is severe, progressive and expected to lead to premature death;

–

The condition applies to only a small number of patients; and

8

–

The proposed drug provides a worthwhile clinical improvement sufficient to qualify as a
rescue from the medical condition.

We note that some of these criteria are likely to be met by orphan medicines.
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▪

In Scotland, the SMC considers cost per QALY gained as part of a wider judgment of value for
new medicines. Final decisions will take into account a range of modifiers (Scottish Medicines
Consortium, 2012) including:
–

Evidence of substantial improvement in life expectancy with sufficient quality of life;

–

Evidence of a substantial improvement in quality of life;

–

Evidence that a subgroup of patients may derive specific or extra benefit (for medicines that
can be targeted to this subgroup);

–

Absence of other therapeutic options for the disease in question;

–

Possible bridging to another definitive therapy in a defined proportion of patients;

–

The emergence of a licensed medicine as an alternative to an unlicensed product that is
established in clinical practice in NHS Scotland.

Innovation factor: While the issue of ‘innovation’ is mentioned frequently in the literature, there does
not appear to be any formalised method by which it is measured in practice. Relative to clinical
effectiveness considerations, innovation factors do not appear to feature as prominently as
consideration for special priority. It is also noted that this affects a relatively small proportion of HTA
cases.
▪

In the Czech Republic, drugs applying for reimbursement under the special category of ‘highly
innovative medicinal projects’ (defined by their clinical characteristics) are exempt from having to
prove cost-effectiveness to be granted a temporary reimbursement, for a maximum of 3 years.

9

TABLE 2 COST-EFFECTIVENESS THRESHOLDS (COMMONLY OBSERVED RANGES, WITH
MODIFIERS) BY COUNTRY

Country

Reference

-

Rule of rescue /
unmet needs,
Equity

Taylor and Jan,
2017

140,000

CAD

Oncology

Skedgel, Wranik
and Hu, 2018

Not specified

-

Innovation,
Severity

Skoupá, 2017

50,000
100,000 - 300,000

GBP

End of Life,
HST,
Ultra-rare

NICE, 2018

100,000

EUR

Ultra-rare

Interview

Currency

Not specified

Canada
Czech
Republic

Australia

England and
Wales
Ireland
Japan
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Modifiers
(qualitative)

Threshold

Netherlands

7,500,000

JPY

20,000-80,000

EUR

1,000,000

NOK

275,000 - 825,000

NOK

Norway

Poland

Not specified

-

South Korea

Not specified

KRW

1,220,000

SEK

2,000,000

SEK

Taiwan
Thailand

United States

Rare,
Paediatric,
Oncology
Severity
(proportional
shortfall)

Towse, 2019

Ultra-rare
Severity
(absolute shortfall)

Reckers-Droog,
van Exel and
Brouwer, 2018
Ottersen et al.,
2016
Interview11

n/a

Scotland

Sweden

Modifiers
(quantitative10)

See SMC
modifiers list
(above)
Severity,
Availability of
substitutes

Scottish
Medicines
Consortium,
2012
Bae et al., 2018

Severity,
Rare

Persson et al,
2012
Interview

n/a
Not specified

500,000

THB

USD

Equity

Ultra-rare

HITAP, 2014
Institute for
Clinical and
Economic
Review, 2018

10

Where a specific value is attached to the modifier (e.g. £300,000 for HST in England and Wales)
Severity of illness and priority setting in Norway. Summary of a report from a working group, November 2015: Available
from: https://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/d5da48ca5d1a4b128c72fc5daa3b4fd8/summary_the_magnussen_repo
rt_on_severity.pdf
11

10

For England and Wales, NICE specifies an explicit CET of £20,000 to £30,000 per QALY gained for
most HTAs. Reviews of past NICE decisions suggest the ‘in practice’ threshold is around £35,000 to
£40,000 per QALY gained (Griffiths et al., 2015). Previous modelling of these decisions also suggests
that technologies with an ICER of £40,000 per QALY gained have a 50% chance of being rejected by
NICE (Dakin et al., 2014). We note that these studies might capture the effect of the end-of-life criteria
(introduced in 2009) and potentially of other social value judgements.
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In the case of implicit thresholds, we found that despite numerous attempts over time to derive a
cost-effectiveness threshold for HTAs – through measures such as willingness-to-pay, opportunity
cost, and league tables – no definitive method has been officially endorsed by most HTA decision
makers (Appleby et al., 2009). Most implicit thresholds are largely based on existing literature, agency
publications and inference from previous decision-making trends (Griffiths et al., 2015). For example,
the value typically quoted for the US – USD50,000 – is said to be based on the cost of end-stage
renal disease in the 1970s. However, this has not been officially verified, nor is there any justification
given as to why this should be used as a cost-effectiveness threshold (Cameron, Ubels and
Norström, 2018).
It is observed that there is often a discrepancy between what is commonly quoted to be an implicit
threshold, and what HTA decisions are based on in reality. For example, while a number of papers
cite the implicit threshold in Canada to be CAD50,000 per QALY gained, reviews of HTA decisions
show that approvals have been granted when the ICER was much higher (Griffiths et al., 2015). While
cost-effectiveness forms part of the decision-making criteria, it is not the only consideration in the
appraisal of new health technologies. This suggests that modifiers are likely to have significant
influence over the application of the threshold.
In many cases, the use of modifiers is applied in a qualitative sense. That is, while the
aforementioned issues of rarity or severity of disease are mentioned in decision-making guidelines, it
is not always clear how they are taken into consideration, or what relative weight they have on final
recommendations. While countries such as Canada have an implicit understanding of different
thresholds being applied to oncology and non-oncology drugs, these are not officially formalised.
This makes the price negotiation process less predictable for pharmaceutical manufacturers, as it is
unclear which cost-effective ranges are acceptable. In some cases – such as in Canada – previous
approvals may be treated as a benchmark when approvals are given. This can potentially lead to
‘threshold creep’, thereby increasing the threshold over time. It was indicated by interviewees from a
number of countries (including Sweden and Norway) that the threshold is not typically referenced
when appraisal decisions are announced, thus making it difficult to decipher which level of the
threshold was used, or how the economic factors were weighed in the final decision.
In addition to this, it was noted that in some countries where an explicit threshold is not specified
(including Canada and the Netherlands), the overall budget impact is an important factor in whether a
new intervention is approved. In such cases, if it is determined that the total budget impact of the
intervention is too large, the intervention might not be approved even when the ICER is within what
would generally be considered the ‘acceptable’ threshold. On the other hand, for some countries (e.g.
the Netherlands and Ireland), a full economic evaluation may not be considered necessary if the
overall budget impact is judged to be sufficiently low.
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While effort has been made to be comprehensive in detail and coverage, there are a number of
limitations to this review. First, only a small number of people were interviewed. This may potentially
mean the review has not captured full details of every country we sought to include, particularly with
respect to specific details on modifiers (e.g. how frequently they are used, the degree of influence
they have on final decisions and the way in which this differs between countries). We also note that
our sample of interviewees included only industry representatives – from either companies or trade
associations – and the inclusion of a broader range of stakeholders and experts could have brought
different perspectives. More detailed understanding around these points would be useful for future
analyses.
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Also, we converted the threshold values found using a USD (2018) conversion to present results in a
common currency. However, it should be noted that direct comparisons should not be made on this
value alone, as other factors – such as health system expenditure in each country – need to be taken
into consideration when comparing threshold values. What is appropriate in one country may not
necessarily be so in another. As noted above, the aim of this review was to identify HTA systems
using explicit vs implicit cut-off values for decision making, and to what extent – and on what basis –
flexibility around these values are allowed. A comparison of CETs between different countries is
beyond the scope of this review, and should be considered for further research.
Finally, while this paper presents an overview of cost-effectiveness thresholds for selected countries,
it does not provide an examination of whether the thresholds accepted – or the manner by which
they are applied – are in fact appropriate for the relevant health system. Research has shown that if a
threshold is not set at the appropriate level, there will be an inefficient allocation of limited health
sector resources. Others have argued that decisions leading to efficient health spend might not
reflect society preferences. Determining the optimal threshold level is a highly complex matter, and
there are different perspectives regarding the appropriate way to defining and estimating it. For
further discussion of this topic, please see Cubi-Molla, et al (2020). The same applies to the analysis
of modifiers. We did not investigate the extent to which considerations beyond cost-effectiveness
were informed by specific evidence of public preferences, and thus did not discuss the merits of the
approaches used to apply them in decision-making.
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The key findings from this review are as follows:
▪

Most countries currently engaging an HTA process do not operate with an explicit CET. Only four
out of the 15 selected countries (England and Wales12, the Republic of Ireland, Poland, and
Thailand) specify a CET value in their official HTA guidelines.

▪

In countries where an explicit threshold is not specified, a range of ‘implicit’ values may be used.
These may be values that are informally accepted by the HTA agencies (‘implicit informal’), or
those that have been observed through previous reviews (‘implicit empirical’).

▪

In four countries (Canada, Sweden, Norway and the Netherlands), interviewees indicated that
there is an assumed level at which new technologies are considered cost-effective. However, it is
not always certain how the thresholds are applied in individual circumstances. For example:
–

While Canada has a generally accepted implicit CET, decisions on appraisals do not cite a
particular level that was applied to reach the relevant outcomes.

–

Similarly, while Norway has published a range of threshold categories, the actual value
applied in each case is not made known to pharmaceutical manufacturers to avoid
potentially influencing pricing negotiations.

▪

The Institute for Clinical and Economic Review in the US has published explicit threshold ranges,
but it is not included in this category as it does not have formal mandate from a public payer or
private insurer.

▪

In addition to a threshold (explicit or implicit) there are usually a number of considerations – here
termed ‘modifiers’ – which allow certain new technologies to be approved despite having an ICER
above the typical threshold. The two main considerations are:

▪

–

The severity of the condition treated by the new technology: the measurement for this
varies from country to country; and

–

The rarity of the condition: significantly higher thresholds may be used in the case of
interventions for ultra-rare conditions.

In seven out of the 15 countries reviewed, at least one of these two factors is taken into
consideration in the decision to use a higher CET:
–

12

The Netherlands and Norway appear to prioritise severity in decision making. Proportional
shortfall and absolute shortfall are adopted (respectively) by these two countries to measure
disease severity, and the threshold is adjusted upwards accordingly. We note that severity is
captured in terms of both life expectancy and quality of life impacts of the condition on
patients, rather than focusing exclusively on the former as in the case of the end-of-life
criteria by NICE.

Counted as one here as they both follow NICE guidelines
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–

In England, some interventions for ultra-rare diseases may be approved through the HST
route if certain requirements are satisfied. However, not all interventions in the ultra-rare
category are appraised through this approach.

▪

Although it was not part of the remit of this review, we note that in the included Nordic countries
(Norway and Sweden) a societal perspective is used as part of the reference case. This may
affect ICER values resulting from the appraisal – for example, when evaluating treatments with
large, prolonged impacts on carers and the informal care sector.

▪

Interviewees from countries both with ‘quantitative’ and ‘qualitative’ modifiers were able to
provide examples of medicines that were approved with an ICER significantly higher than the
level typically accepted, on the basis that they were indicated for rare diseases. While the number
of such cases is very limited (only one or two in each country), this supports the notion that there
is willingness on the part of HTA agencies to make concessions for specific cases based on
some broadly defined decision-making criteria.

Finally, it was noted that in some countries (including Canada and the Netherlands), budget impact is
also an important factor in whether a new intervention is approved. In such cases, if it is determined
that the total budget impact of the intervention is too large, the intervention might not be approved
even when the ICER is within what would generally be considered the ‘acceptable’ threshold. This
reinforces the notion that even where a cost-effectiveness threshold is generally acknowledged to be
in use – formally or otherwise – other factors are taken into consideration when determining whether
an intervention is approved.
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HTA agencies (or relevant decision makers) in countries included in this review
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Country

HTA agency (medicines)

Abbreviation

Australia

Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee

PBAC

Canada

Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health

CADTH

Czech Republic

State Institute for Drug Control (Státní ústav pro kontrolu léčiv)

SUKL

England and Wales

National Institute for Health and Care Excellence

NICE

Ireland

Health Information and Quality Authority

HIQA

Japan

Central Social Insurance Medical Council

Chuikyo

Netherlands

The National Health Care Institute (Zorginstituut Nederland)

ZIN

Norway

Norwegian Institute of Public Health

NIHR

Poland

Agencja Oceny Technologii Medycznych I Taryfikacji

AOTMiT

Scotland

Scottish Medicines Consortium (Healthcare Improvement
Scotland)

SMC

South Korea

National Evidence-based Healthcare Collaborating Agency

NECA

Sweden

Swedish Agency for Health Technology Assessment and
Assessment of Social Services (Statens beredning för
medicinsk och social utvärdering)

SBU

Taiwan

Center for Drug Evaluation

CDE

Thailand

The Health Intervention and Technology Assessment Program

HITAP

United States

Institute for Clinical and Economic Review

ICER
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